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HP-UX 11i v3 March 2010 Update

Overview
The March 2010 update to HP-UX 11i v3(1) includes new features and
enhancements that help organizations improve the management efficiency, security
and virtualization capabilities of their mission-critical UNIX operating environments.

New benefits include:

— Improved energy management with HP Insight Control power management 6.0,
which graphically monitors and administers consumption. This enables clients to
improve power and thermal planning using policy-based controls.

— Simplified provisioning of servers, storage and networking with HP Insight
Dynamics Infrastructure Orchestration. This feature provides reliable
infrastructure provisioning, best-practice templates and seamless integration
with existing data center processes.

— Increased server flexibility, availability and service level agreement (SLA)
management with Online VM Migration, which enables virtual machines (VMs)
to be moved without service interruption between servers and hardware
partitions.

— Enhanced security with the first commercial UNIX operating system environment
to achieve EAL4+ Common Criteria certification with the COTS
Compartmentalized Operations Protection Profile (CCOPP). This certification is
the highest security standard for commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) operating
systems.

Enhanced virtualization capabilities
Integrity Virtual Machines 4.2 introduces new manageability features for HP-UX 11i
v3, including automatic memory reallocation for increased resource utilization and
flexibility. This provides easier management of virtual storage and the ability to
temporarily stop and start a VM. Additional integration of Integrity VM and
Serviceguard Solutions increase availability of virtualized environments while at the
same time improving simplicity, deployment and management.

The new HP-UX 11i v3 update delivers new streamlined management tasks
including:
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— Faster backup and recovery with updated Logical Volume Manager. This
enables better availability and performance for storage management.

— Increased system reliability and consistency using the new automatic
synchronization of operating environment images with Dynamic Root Disk
(DRD).

— Enhanced productivity by reducing the time necessary to perform routine
administrative tasks using Software Assistant. This feature automatically flags
patches instead of having to manually research and compare data.

Pricing and availability
HP-UX 11i v3 is available immediately worldwide with a U.S. list price starting at
$1050 per socket, which represents up to a 50 percent software price reduction
per core.(2)

With the introduction of the new HP Integrity systems, clients will be able to
purchase HP-UX software on a per-socket licensing basis as opposed to per core.
This simplifies software licensing making it easier to manage and procure. The
licensing model continues to be per core on the previous generation of Integrity
servers.

In addition, HP continues to provide a strong software investment protection license
trade-in program.

Clients worldwide can now download HP-UX releases as an alternative to ordering
physical DVD kits. The e-Delivery program enables clients to obtain their purchased
software faster and saves over 150 tons of packaging per year.(3)

More information about the March 2010 update to HP-UX 11i v3 is available at
www.hp.com/go/hpux11inow.

(1) HP-UX 11i v3 delivers functional releases every six months. Previously these updates were

numbered, i.e., Update 5, released in September 2009. Updates are now referred to by

month and calendar year. The March 2010 Update discussed here was previously referred

to as Update 6.

(2) Estimated U.S. list price. Actual price may vary.

(3) Source: HP internal study. Based on the number of traditional packaged shipments and

amount of packaging incurred.
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